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ABSTRACT

Optical-based navigation systems are widely used in surgical interventions. However, despite their great utility
and accuracy, they are expensive and require time and effort to setup for surgeries. Moreover, traditional
navigation systems use 2D screens to display instrument positions causing the surgeons to look away from the
operative field. Head mounted displays such as the Microsoft HoloLens may provide an attractive alternative for
surgical navigation that also permits augmented reality visualization. The HoloLens is equipped with multiple
sensors for tracking and scene understanding. Mono and stereo-vision in the HoloLens have been both reported
to be used for marker tracking, but no extensive evaluation on accuracy has been done to compare the two
approaches. The objective of our work is to investigate the tracking performance of various camera setups in the
HoloLens, and to study the effect of the marker size, marker distance from camera, and camera resolution on
marker locating accuracy. We also investigate the speed and stability of marker pose for each camera setup. The
tracking approaches are evaluated using ArUco markers. Our results show that mono-vision is more accurate in
marker locating than stereo-vision when high resolution is used. However, this comes at the expense of higher
frame processing time. Alternatively, we propose a combined low-resolution mono-stereo tracking setup that
outperforms each tracking approach individually and is comparable to high resolution mono tracking, with a
mean translational error of 1.8± 0.6mm for 10cm marker size at 50cm distance. We further discuss our findings
and their implications for navigation in surgical interventions.

Keywords: surgical navigation, marker tracking, Microsoft HoloLens, ArUco

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, traditional navigation systems have been widely adopted in the operating room for many
types of surgeries.1 These navigation systems are used to align the patient’s preoperative model to the patient’s
target anatomy, allowing the surgeons to navigate and track their instruments intraopertively with respect to
the preoperative model. Many of these navigation systems are based on optical tracking, which uses an optical
camera to track rigid-bodies with reflective spheres that are attached to the patient and surgical instruments
during the surgery. These systems display the preoperative model and instruments’ tracking data on a 2D
display beside the surgery table. This type of visualization suffers from poor hand-eye coordination as it forces
the surgeon to look away from the operative field.2 Augmented reality (AR) with a Head Mounted Display
(HMD) permits in-situ visualization of the preoperative model as a 3D overlay aligned with the target anatomy.
Therefore alleviating the issues of 2D screens and allowing the surgeon to focus at the task at hand.3

HMD headsets, such as the Microsoft HoloLens can be combined with optical tracking systems for surgical
navigation,4 where the optical tracking system provides reliable tracking and the HoloLens provides 3D overlay
of the preoperative model. However, connecting the HoloLens to an external tracking system requires calibration
and can increase the setup time and system complexity. Moreover, these optical systems require a direct line
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Figure 1. ArUco marker

of sight of the rigid-bodies with the tracking camera, which can limit the surgeon movements during surgery.
Recently, much research has been done to study the possibility of using HMD headsets as a stand-alone navigation
system,5–7 where the headset is used for both tracking and visualization without relying on any external tracking
device. This approach takes leverage of the built-in cameras in the headset to track 2D markers and therefore
reduces the system costs and complexity. Several libraries in the past few years have been developed and
proposed for 2D marker tracking, most notably ArUco,8 AprilTag,9 and Vuforia.10 ArUco and AprilTag are
open-source marker tracking libraries and have been reported to have good tracking accuracies with webcam
cameras.11 Vuforia, on the other hand, is an augmented reality multi-platform SDK that can detect salient
features in a marker-image and estimate its pose, but it is not open-source and offers limited flexibility.12 For
surgical navigation, inside-out tracking of 2D markers using AR headsets is still being validated to ensure its
clinical applicability.

One of the most popular AR headsets is The Microsoft HoloLens, where the interest in using it for surgical
navigation has been increasing over the past few years. Several studies have leveraged the optical cameras in the
HoloLens for marker tracking in surgical applications.13,14 The HoloLens has two sets of camera sensors: 1) The
RGB Photo-Video (PV) camera at the front, which is of high resolution and can be used for taking photos and
recording videos, and 2) The gray-scale environmental cameras, two on the side and two at the front, which are
of low resolution and can be accessed in research mode.15 In the literature, some articles suggested using the PV
mono camera for tracking,16 while others used the Front-facing Environment (FE) stereo cameras.7 Different
accuracy values have been reported for each camera setup, but no study has been made to compare which is
more accurate and more suitable for surgical navigation, and how these values depend on various parameters,
such as marker size and tracking distance.

The aim of this work is to evaluate the Microsoft HoloLens in marker tracking for surgical applications. To
that end, we compare the performance of two tracking approaches, one using the PV mono-vision camera, and
another using the FE stereo-vision cameras. We evaluate the two tracking setups in terms of accuracy, speed,
and stability. We further investigate how the pose estimation accuracy for each camera setup is affected by
the size of the marker, distance from camera and camera resolution. We then propose a combined mono-stereo
tracking approach for better marker pose estimation, and assess its performance. Finally, we conclude with
recommendations for using the HoloLens for marker tracking in surgical settings.

2. METHODS

In this work, We choose ArUco for marker detection since it is an open source library and allows for both mono
and stereo tracking to be implemented. It is also widely used and relatively easy to integrate and build for the
HoloLens. ArUco detects square binary markers using basic image processing techniques. It first detects the
square shaped marker candidates in the image using adaptive thresholding. Then, it identifies the binary code
of the marker by classifying its inner-bits to get the marker ID and reject false candidates. Figure 1 shows a
sample ArUco marker.

2.1 Marker pose estimation

In PV mono-vision camera tracking, the 3D transformation from the marker coordinate system to the camera
coordinate system TC

MPV
can be estimated by solving a perspective-n-point (PnP) problem, given the camera
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Figure 2. (a) The marker predefined positions, with the green marker position being the reference marker pose and red
markers positions being the target marker poses to be evaluated. Coordinate system (CS) of the measurements is shown
in the left-bottom corner, which is the CS of the reference marker. (b) The experimental setup, showing the optical
tracker, the HoloLens and a tracked ArUco marker

calibration parameters and the marker corner points in the image plane.17 The marker pose in the HoloLens-
space THL

MPV
can then be determined by multiplying the marker pose in camera coordinates TC

MPV
by the camera

pose in HoloLens-space THL
C :

THL
MPV

= THL
C ∗ TC

MPV
(1)

In Microsoft HoloLens (version 2) the camera matrix and distortion coefficients can be obtained directly from
the HoloLens, and therefore no further camera calibration is required.

In FE stereo-vision camera tracking, the pose of the marker can be determined by triangulation as proposed
by Liebmann et al.7 To that end, the marker corners are detected in the image plane of both left and right
cameras. Then, giving the pose of each camera in the HoloLens-space THL

Cr and THL
Cl , a ray from the camera

centers to the marker corner points in the image plane is determined, and the 3D position of each corner point
is found as the intersection of the two rays (i.e. by determining the point where the root mean square of the
distances to both rays is smallest). The marker pose THL

MFE
is then obtained by finding the rigid transformation

that aligns the 3D positions of the marker corners to their respective positions in the marker model:18

THL
MFE

= [R|T ] . (2)

R and T are the marker orientation and translation determined by finding the least-square solution for:

PR = PM ∗R+ T , (3)

where PR is the point-set of marker corners’ 3D positions (i.e. intersections of camera rays), and PM is the
point-set of corner positions in marker Model.

To increase the robustness and stabilize marker pose estimation, linear Kalman filters are applied for both
camera setups. Therefore, when a marker is detected in a new frame, the Kalman filter predicts its pose based
on a state-space model and then update its prediction with each new estimated pose. For PV mono tracking, the
Kalman filtering was applied to the final pose of the marker (position and orientation), similar to Kam et al.19

For FE stereo tracking, the Kalman filters were applied to the 3D positions of the four marker corners instead.
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2.2 Evaluation metrics

The tracking performance of the two tracking approaches were evaluated in terms of: locating accuracy, speed
and pose stability.

Accuracy: For a tracking system to be used in surgical applications, it is of great importance for it to be able
to accurately locate and track markers in the operative field. There are mainly two approaches for evaluating
marker tracking accuracy. Either by directly assessing the marker pose, which requires the knowledge of the
ground truth marker pose, or by measuring a relative change in the marker pose and assess it using an external
ground truth tracking system. In this work, we opted for the later, where an NDI optical tracker was used to
track and record the marker pose at the same time as the HoloLens, serving as the ground truth tracking system.

For relative pose assessment to be feasible, a calibration process was first performed to get the marker pose
directly in the optical tracker’s coordinate system. This was done by rigidly attaching a tracked reference-star
to the AruCo marker-board and then locating the marker corners using a tracked pointer. These 3D corner
positions were then registered to the marker model to get the marker calibration-pose in the optical tracker’s
coordinate system TOT

Mcalib
. The rigid transformation of ArUco marker coordinate system to the reference-star

coordinate system can then be determined as:

TRS
M = (TOT

RS )−1 ∗ TOT
Mcalib

, (4)

which in turn can be used to find the marker pose TOT
MNDI

in the optical tracker’s coordinate system:

TOT
MNDI

= TOT
RS ∗ TRS

M . (5)

The accuracy of marker pose estimation for HoloLens’s mono and stereo tracking setups was determined
by measuring the relative change in position and orientation of the ArUco marker with respect to a reference
position and comparing it to that of the NDI optical tracker. Hence, given two marker poses, reference pose TS

MR

and target pose TS
MT

, the relative change in pose TMR

MT
can be found as follow:

TMR

MT
= (TS

MR
)−1 ∗ TS

MT
, (6)

where S represents any tracking system (can be the NDI optical tracker OT or HoloLens HL). Then, from TMR

MT
,

the translational and rotational errors can be calculated as:

ET = d(TOT , THL) (7)

ER = m(|ROT −RHL|) (8)

where T and R are the translation vector (x, y, z) and rotational angles around the three axes (θx, θy, θz)
respectively. d is the euclidean distance, and m is the mean.

There are many detection parameters that may contribute to the marker tracking performance; in this work,
we focus on evaluating the two tracking approaches with the following detection parameters: marker size, distance
from camera, and camera resolution. Other detection parameters, such as the size of marker margin, were chosen
before the evaluation experiments for optimal detection rate, and therefore their affect to the pose estimation
accuracy is assumed to be negligible.

Speed: It is important for marker tracking to be applied in real time, as lagging can hinder the applicability
of utilizing the tracking system in surgical application. We assess the speed of the two camera tracking setups
in terms of the time required to process one frame to get the marker pose.

Stability: for AR applications, markers are usually used as anchors for positioning virtual objects, and
therefore stability of the marker pose is paramount for stable visualization. We assess the marker pose stability
in terms of jittering, that is the standard deviation in marker position over a number of frames.
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Table 1. Pose estimation translational error for marker size of 6cm in [mm]

Distance FE640 PV640 PV760 PV960 PV1280 PV1920
50cm 4.0±1.2 11.5±2.5 7.5±2.4 7.6±1.7 7.6±1.2 2.9±2.0
80cm 14.0±1.7 24.0±2.2 22.3±1.3 18.7±1.6 17.0±1.5 7.9±3.3
110cm 25.3±5.7 32.3±1.6 29.1±3.9 30.3±4.5 24.3±2.4 8.7±2.5
140cm 52.7±2.2 53.2±12.9 42.7±4.0 39.3±3.7 38.1±2.6 15.2±2.2

Table 2. Pose estimation translational error for marker size of 8cm in [mm]

Distance FE640 PV640 PV760 PV960 PV1280 PV1920
50cm 2.7±0.4 8.4±1.4 5.8±1.8 6.7±2.8 5.3±3.5 3.7±1.7
80cm 13.0±1.2 20.5±3.0 14.6±1.6 15.3±0.9 11.5±1.1 4.8±0.6
110cm 24.2±3.9 33.0±3.2 21.9±4.7 22.3±0.5 16.4±2.6 3.9±2.1
140cm 43.6±6.9 32.4±2.7 30.5±5.5 25.3±2.0 22.3±3.4 7.9±0.9

Table 3. Pose estimation translational error for marker size of 10cm in [mm]

Distance FE640 PV640 PV760 PV960 PV1280 PV1920
50cm 3.3±0.2 5.6±1.8 6.3±1.6 5.4±2.1 4.6±1.3 2.8±1.7
80cm 7.4±1.5 15.6±0.3 15.8±1.4 14.9±1.2 13.4±0.3 5.4±1.1
110cm 30.0±5.0 20.9±1.5 22.1±3.8 18.6±1.7 19.7±1.9 8.3±0.7
140cm 56.9±5.0 35.7±3.9 27.1±0.9 27.4±3.9 27.9±2.2 15.8±2.4

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this study, the HoloLens 2 (Microsoft corporation) headset was used. Marker tracking was implemented using
ArUco and OpenCV (version 4.5.1). For both mono and stereo tracking, StereoKit (version 0.2.1) was used for
creating the Holographic app, and all poses were reported in the StereoKit app world-coordinate system.

3.1 Marker pose accuracy

We study the effect of the marker size and its distance from the HoloLens in estimating the marker pose for
both mono and stereo tracking setups. The following PV camera resolutions were considered: 640x360 (PV640),
760x428 (PV760), 960x540 (PV960), 1280x760 (PV1280) and 1920x1080 (PV1920), while the FE stereo cameras
have only one resolution of 640x480 (FE640). For this experiment, three marker sizes were evaluated (6cm, 8cm
and 10cm) at four distances from the HoloLens (50cm, 80cm, 110cm, 140cm) and at three different positions for
each distance. A reference position was chosen at 30cm for measuring the relative pose error as discussed in 2.2.
Figure 2a shows the marker positions considered for the experiment.

The HoloLens was mounted on a table and fixed in a static position and the ArUco marker was mounted on
a stand and allowed to move across the table. Marker poses were acquired statically at the predefined positions
for each PV camera resolution as well as for the FE stereo cameras and the optical tracker. For all positions,
marker detection rate was ensured to be at 100% for all recorded frames. Figure 2b shows the experimental
setup. Marker poses were recorded at the predefined positions for 100 consecutive frames. The mean pose of the
marker at each position was then used for evaluation.

Tables 1-3 show the mean translational error at each distance for the different camera resolutions of the PV
mono tracking and for the FE stereo tracking, for marker sizes of 6cm, 8cm and 10cm respectively. The results
show that as the marker size increases and distance from camera decreases, the translational error decreases for
all camera setups, this is more obvious in Figure 3, where we can see that PV1920 has the lowest translational
error at all distances. FE stereo tracking also shows relatively low translational error at close distances (40cm -
80cm) but it increases exponentially as the distance increases.
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Figure 3. Transnational error in [mm] vs marker distance from the HoloLens, for 6cm, 8cm and 10cm marker sizes.

Figure 4. Heatmaps of the translational error for marker pose estimation at each marker position, for marker size 8cm.
The values in each cell represent the (x, y, z) components of the translational error in [mm].

Figure 5. Heatmaps of the rotational error for marker pose estimation at each marker position, for marker size 8cm. The
values in each cell represent the (x, y, z) components of the rotational error in [degrees].

To have a closer look at the result at each marker position, figure 4 shows heatmaps of the translational error
for FE stereo tracking, and PV mono tracking for camera resolutions (PV640, PV960 and PV1920), for marker
size 8cm. At each position the relative error with respect to the optical tracker measurement is represented as
(x, y, z), while the color bar shows the overall translational error. Similarly, figure 5 shows the rotational errors
for the same marker size and camera resolutions.
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Figure 6. Heatmaps of the translational error for marker size 6cm comparing the locating error of the proposed combined
mono-stereo tracking to each tracking approach individually as well as to the highest PV camera resolution. Error is in
[mm].

Figure 7. Heatmaps of the translational error for marker size 8cm comparing the locating error of the proposed combined
mono-stereo tracking to each tracking approach individually as well as to the highest PV camera resolution. Error is in
[mm].

3.2 Combined mono and stereo tracking

The results from evaluating each of the mono PV and FE stereo tracking suggested that a combination of the two
tracking approaches could improve the pose locating accuracy when low PV camera resolution is used (PV640).
In this experiment we evaluate the possibility of combining the two tracking approaches by taking the average of
the z-axis transnational component of the marker pose for mono and stereo tracking approaches, while keeping
the orientation and x-y translational components of the FE stereo tracking.

Figures 6-8 show the heatmaps of the translational error for PV640, FE640, combined mono-stereo tracking
(CMB640), as well as for the highest PV resolution (PV1920), for marker sizes of 6cm, 8cm and 10cm respec-
tively. The result show that the combined mono-stereo tracking approach outperforms each tracking approach
individually, with a locating accuracy comparable to that of PV1920.

3.3 Processing time

For evaluating the speed of each tracking approach, the elapsed time for processing one frame to get the marker
pose was recorded for 200 consecutive frames for both camera setups. The experiment was conducted at normal
lighting conditions. The average processing time of each camera resolution of the PV camera and that of the FE
stereo cameras were then compared.

Table 4 shows the processing time for each camera setup. We see that the processing time increases as the
camera resolution increases.
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Figure 8. Heatmaps of the translational error for marker size 10cm comparing the locating error of the proposed combined
mono-stereo tracking to each tracking approach individually as well as to the highest PV camera resolution. Error is in
[mm].

Table 4. Processing time of one frame for each camera setup in [ms].

EF stereo PV640 PV760 PV960 PV1280 PV1920
processing time (ms) 46.7 43.7 52.4 69.5 106.9 228.1

3.4 Jittering in pose estimation

To evaluate the stability of the reported poses for both tracking setups, the marker poses of 200 consecutive
frames were recorded and the standard deviation from the mean pose was measured. For this experiment, we
compared the marker pose stability with and without applying the Kalman filter. A marker of size 6cm was
positioned at a distance of 100cm.

Table 5 shows the standard deviation from mean marker pose for translation, with and without applying
kalman filtering for the different camera setups.

4. DISCUSSION

From the tables 1-3 and figure 3, we see that PV640 mono tracking has the highest locating error. This can
be attributed to its low resolution and poor locating of the marker corners. FE640 stereo tracking while also
has low resolution, it showed lower locating error at close distances (40cm - 80cm) due to its stereo vision,
however as the distance increases, the locating error increases exponentially. We can see from figure 4 that as the
marker distance from camera increases, FE stereo tracking tends to underestimate the depth component of the
marker pose (i.e. z-axis along the viewing angle of the HoloLens), while PV640 tends to overestimate the depth
component. This difference in estimating the marker depth between mono and stereo tracking could increase
up to 8cm for 6cm marker size at 140cm distance. This difference could be leveraged to even out the marker
depth estimation of the two approaches and resulting in a more accurate locating of the marker as proposed in
the combined mono-stereo tracking (see figures 6-8), which has a locating accuracy that is comparable to that
of the highest PV resolution (PV1920).

Table 5. translational standard deviation from mean marker pose in [mm].

Jittering [mm] EF stereo PV640 PV760 PV960 PV1280 PV1920
without Kalman filter 1.10 0.08 0.10 0.65 0.87 0.90
With Kalman filter 0.27 0.13 0.10 0.42 0.29 0.52
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For most surgical applications that use head mounted devices for tracking, such as the HoloLens, the tracking
area of interest is mostly between 30cm-80cm, where the surgeons can track the patient, surgical tools or other
instruments in the operative field. For this tracking area, our results show that the HoloLens can have a tracking
error in the range of 0.5mm - 6mm for PV1920 or combined mono-stereo tracking when a large marker is used
(8cm-10cm). This tracking accuracy is still relatively high for surgical navigation, but it has the potential to
allow the utilization of HoloLens for application where perpendicular view can be maintained and therefore
neglect the translational error along the viewing angle.

It is worth mentioning that our assessment approach is based on relative pose evaluation, which only takes
into account the pose estimation error of the target marker with respect to the reference marker, assuming the
locating of the reference marker does not introduce additional error. Furthermore, only twelve marker positions
were considered for this evaluation, therefore, due diligence is needed when interpreting the results as absolute
values.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work we evaluated the mono-vision and stereo-vision tracking approaches in the HoloLens, and we
compared their performance in terms of locating accuracy, processing time and pose stability. We evaluated the
locating accuracy of each tracking setup in relation to the marker size, its distance from the camera, and the
camera resolution used. We showed that mono-vision tracking have higher locating accuracy than stereo-vision
tracking when high resolution of the PV camera is used. However, due to the longer processing time needed,
we proposed a combined low-resolution mono-stereo tracking approach that corrects for the high error in depth
estimation when each tracking approach is used individually. Our results suggest that the proposed combined
mono-stereo tracking have the potential to be used for marker tracking at close distances (30-80cm) with good
accuracy that is comparable to marker tracking using the high resolution setup of the PV camera. Further
investigation is required to study the robustness of this approach and its applicability in surgical settings.
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